E-Commerce
INTRODUCTION
EC is the process of conducting business electronically among various entities in order to satisfy an
organizational or individual objective. A key ingredient of EC, sometimes referred to as electronic
trading, is the advertisement and procurement of goods and services over the Internet.
Adopting e-commerce may greatly expand the marketplace. The organization needs to be concerned
with its ability to deliver its product to potential customers.
Mobile is also a profitable and promising shopping platform for the retail industry in India.

Facts
 The ecommerce market in India holds significant
potential, with the second largest population in the world,
and only 2% of the population buying online.
 The smartphone penetration rate in India is forecast to
reach more than 20 percent by 2018. Currently India has
around 292 Million Smart phone Users.
 Close to 240 million people are forecasted to buy goods
and services online in India by 2019. This means that
about 70.7 percent of internet users in India will purchase
products online by then.
 Flipkart to hire 20-30% more in 2017.
 Amazon India to create over 7500 temporary jobs.
 About 71 percent of consumers in India consider mobile
wallet as preferred method of digital payment.
 E-commerce to invest $8 billion in infrastructure, logistics
in India: Study
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“We were not thinking about numbers then, but we knew something big can be built
out of ecommerce.”- Binny Bansal and Sachin Bansal

JUST IN TIME PRODUCTION IN ZARA
The retail giant delivers fashionable and trendy numbers catered for different tastes through a controlled
and integrated process – just in time.
Zara keeps a significant amount of its production in-house and makes sure that its own factories reserve 85
percent of their capacity for in-season adjustments. In-house production allows the organization to be
flexible in the amount, frequency, and variety of new products to be launched.
The company often relies heavily on sophisticated fabric sourcing, cutting, and sewing facilities nearer to
its design headquarters in Spain. The wages of workers are higher than those of their developing-world
counterparts, but the turnaround time is miraculous.

Zara also commits six months in advance to only 15 to 25 percent of a season’s line. And it only locks in 50
to 60 percent of its line by the start of the season, meaning that up to 50 percent of its clothes are
designed and manufactured smack in the middle of the season.
If a certain style or design becomes the new must-have on the street, Zara gets to work. Designers churn
out the new styles and they're fast-tracked to stores while the trend is still going strong.
Store managers communicate customer feedback on what shoppers like, what they dislike, and what
they’re looking for. That data is instantly funnelled back to Zara’s designers who begin sketching on the
spot. Zara also has extra capacity on hand to respond to demand as it develops and changes. For example,
it operates typically 4.5 days per week around the clock on full capacity, leaving some flexibility for extra
shifts and temporary labour to be added when needed.
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This then translates to frequent shipments and higher numbers of customer visits to the stores, creating an
environment of shortage and opportunity.
This strategy allows Zara to sell more items at full price because of the sense of scarcity and exclusiveness
the company exudes. Zara’s total cost is minimized because merchandise that is marked down is reduced
dramatically as compared to competitors.
Zara gets 85 percent of the full price on its clothes, while the industry average is 60 to 70 percent. Unsold
items account for less than 10 percent of its stock, compared with an industry average of 17 to 20 percent.

This is also the reason why Zara can afford the extra labour and shipping costs needed to accommodate
and satisfy changes in seasonality and customer demand.
This brand’s success story shows the strength of its operations. Its cross-functional operations strategy,
coupled with its vertically integrated supply chain, enables mass production under push control, leading
to well-managed inventories, lower markdowns, higher profitability, and value creation for shareholders in
the short and long term.
Zara is all about staying on top of the hottest trends, and exuding an exclusive feel, but its supply chain is
the real star of the show. This Rockstar-level logistics take it from being just another fashion retailer to an
industry example of fast fashion done right.
-

Amandeep Singh
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Reverse Logistics
Logistics is defined as “The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost effective
flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related information from the point of origin
to the point of consumption for the purpose of conforming to customer requirements.”
Reverse logistics includes all of the activities that are mentioned in the definition above. The difference is
that reverse logistics encompasses all of these activities as they operate in reverse. Therefore, reverse
logistics is: “The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost effective flow of raw
materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related information from the point of consumption to
the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing value or proper disposal.
More precisely, reverse logistics is the process of moving goods from their typical final destination for the
purpose of capturing value, or proper disposal. Remanufacturing and refurbishing activities also may be
included in the definition of reverse logistics.
Reverse logistics is more than reusing containers and recycling packaging materials. Redesigning packaging
to use less material, or reducing the energy and pollution from transportation are important activities, but
they might be secondary to the real importance of overall reverse logistics.
Key Reverse Logistics Management Elements











Gate keeping
Compacting Disposition Cycle Time
Reverse Logistics Information Systems
Central Return Centers
Zero Returns
Remanufacture and Refurbishment
Asset Recovery
Negotiation
Financial Management
Outsourcing

Importance of Reverse Logistics
If no goods or materials are being sent "backward", the activity probably is not a reverse logistics activity.
Reverse logistics also includes processing returned merchandise due to damage, seasonal inventory,
restock, salvage, recalls, and excess inventory. It also includes recycling programs, hazardous material
programs, obsolete equipment disposition, and asset recovery.
The retail industry, under great competitive pressure, has used return policies as a competitive weapon.
The greater the pressure, the more innovative the solutions. Within the retail industry, it appears that
necessity, indeed, is the mother of invention. Grocery retailers were the first to begin to focus serious
attention on the problem of returns and to develop reverse logistics innovations
It is clear both from the interviews and the survey instrument that retailers have made larger investments
in technology to improve their reverse logistics systems. Companies are also more likely to use bar codes,
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computerized return tracking, computerized returns entry, electronic data interchange (EDI), and radio
frequency (RF) technology to enhance their reverse logistics management. A comparison of reverse
logistics technology adoption is presented below:
Comparison of Technologies Utilized to Assist Reverse Logistics Processing by Retail and Manufacturing
Segments
Technology Utilized

Retail

Manufacturing

Automated material handling Equipment

31.1%

16.1%

Bar codes

63.3%

48.7%

Computerized return tracking

60.0%

40.2%

Computerized returns entry at most downstream point in supply chain

32.2%

19.1%

Electronic data interchange (EDI)

31.1%

29.2%

Radio frequency (RF)

36.7%

24.6%

Reverse logistics practices vary based on industry and channel position. Industries where returns are a
larger portion of operational cost tend to have better reverse logistics systems and processes in place. In
the book industry, where great change in the industry structure has occurred in the last few years, returns
are a major determinant of profitability. In the computer industry where life cycles are nearly as short as
grocery life cycles, the speedy handling and disposition of returns is now recognized as a critical strategic
variable.
Successful retailers understand that managing reverse logistics effectively will have a positive impact on
their bottom line. Industries that have not had to spend much time and energy addressing return issues
are now trying to make major improvements. Now, more than ever, reverse logistics is seen as being
important.

-

Saurabh Solanki
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Amazon’s inventory management secrets
In order for Amazon.com to ensure that all orders can be processed and shipped in time, the company
employs a variety of data collection tools to make sure purchased goods move through warehouses as
quickly as possible.
To handle the volume of orders on two of the busiest shopping days of the year - Amazon needed to be
sure it was well stocked on the most popular consumer items and that orders head out onto trucks in as
little time as possible.
When items first arrive, they are immediately scanned and sorted. It is noted that company policy dictates
that a barcode scanner logs and scans an incoming item within the first 12 hours of its arrival. Then, items
go into one of 50 receiving areas to be sorted and stored. In some instances, the consumer good is such a
hot seller that it will not even be shelved. Rather, the item ends up in "mass land," an area filled with
pallets of goods ready to go out.

Once it is time to get the products ready to ship, Amazon employees scour the warehouse armed with a
handheld barcode reader, sorting items based on type, time of day for shipment and even potential
weather-related hazards along the supply chain route. The Telegraph reported that the company uses an
algorithm to determine the best shipping route and method for each item to make sure the consumer
good arrives on time as its specified location.
Unique quirks of Amazon's warehouse management
One aspect that the news source noted as interesting is that Amazon does not solely rely on computer
systems, but rather uses a hybrid data gathering methodology that utilizes humans armed with barcode
data collection software. The system helps to ensure that Amazon can keep up with its shipments, as at
peak demand a truck will leave one of the company's fulfillment centers every 105 seconds.
Additionally, the similar items are often kept separate from each other, and popular goods will be stored
in multiple parts of the warehouse. Similar items are separated so that a worker does not accidentally grab
the wrong item, and popular consumer goods will be located in multiple locations to prevent bottlenecks
that can occur when too many people converge on one spot.
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4 Challenges of Last Mile Delivery for
eCommerce
The eCommerce revolution has turned the “traditional” supply chain on its head. From speed to delivery,
to increased expectations for the delivery experience, this change has in large part been driven by the
more empowered consumer of today. However, it is in the last-mile that many of these challenges
manifest. By 2017, online retail will make up 10% of all purchases. For something that only became viable
within the last 15 years, that is a huge feat.
To understand the unique challenges that
eCommerce presents for last mile delivery,
Amazon is a perfect example. First, shipping was
Amazon’s #1 expense. Second, on several
occasions Amazon was unable to get deliveries to
their destination when promised, due to high
volume of purchases. There are many challenges
when it comes to last mile delivery for
eCommerce, but here are 4 that are most prominent:
1. Cost
Did you know that 28% of the total delivery cost to a business comes from the last-mile? In general, this
often gets passed on to the customer. When it doesn’t, it can have a negative impact on the bottom line.
Cost is not a new issue, obviously, but new expectations, particularly regarding same-day/on-demand
delivery has put a greater strain on budgets. Additionally, when it comes to online retail, there can be
inconsistent demand, such as increasingly higher volumes of purchases during holidays. For Amazon,
owning the entire supply chain turned out to be the solution to handling the challenges of last-mile
delivery. For other businesses, though, this may not be the best option.
2. Transparency
In the modern on-demand era, tracking codes don’t satisfy consumers anymore – they want to have full,
real-time visibility over their deliveries. In particular, they want to see the entirety of the last-mile – that
is, they want to be able to see where the driver is and exactly when they will arrive.
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Uber changed the game. Though initially for taxis, Uber gives customers the ability to have full visibility
over where their driver is. Customers can follow the driver through a real-time map to know exactly when
they arrive. Now, consumers are starting to expect this kind of visibility for all services.
3. Efficiency
As with other new challenges, customers have been the major driving force for increased efficiency. Ondemand has penetrated every industry and business, and online retail is no exception. Efficiency can be
increased throughout the supply chain, but when talking about the last mile, especially with regards to
same-day/on-demand delivery, technology is the key. Things such as automatically dispatching to the
right delivery person, in the right area, at the right time can help increase efficiency and decrease delivery
time.
4. Friction
A frictionless delivery experience helps streamline efficiency and cut costs. One of the greatest sources of
friction during last mile delivery is dealing with customer inquiries about their delivery and requests about
how it should be delivered (“don’t ring the doorbell,” for example).
Creating a frictionless delivery process requires technology that enables open communication between
the customer and the delivery person, as well as full visibility over their deliveries. By doing so, you lessen
the likelihood of a customer calling in and having to deal with a customer service representative, who will
then have to go through their system to find information about the delivery.
-

Sangram Singh Shishodia
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POKA-YOKE
Poka Yoke is a Japanese term that means ‘mistake proofing’. It was developed by Shigeo Shingo, a Japanese
engineer, who developed the concept of Zero Quality Control (ZQC), as a part of his ‘Total Quality
Management’ efforts.
His approach relied on the following:
1. Use of ‘Poka-Yoke’ (mistake proofing) devices that helped to prevent mistakes in manufacturing
2. To inspect all the products using simple and affordable methods.
Although ‘Poka Yoke’ is equally applicable in non-product based manufacturing, but its most significant
contribution is in manufacturing industries. We must understand that when any company manufactures a
product, be it dolls, shoes, sauce, electronics or computers, it has avoided defective products from
reaching the final consumer. In this era of information, technology and competition, a manufacturer can no
longer take his consumer for granted. He has to give the best quality and keep up to the standards that he
promises. If a consumer is unhappy, it is likely that he will tell 10 people about his bad experience. But, if
he is happy, he will be loyal to the products that serve him well. He will give a positive response to his
friends as well.

So, how does a manufacturer apply common sense to manufacturing to make the number of
defectives/errors less than before? Or, rather how can he delight his consumer by making a product that
serves him well. By applying simple ‘Poka Yoke’ (mistake proofing) techniques and devices to your product,
this problem can be solved if not eliminated completely. Over a period of time, many products have
evolved to serve the same function more efficiently.
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Following is a list of mistake proofing as applied to our everyday lives to avoid mistakes, reduce cost and
live efficiently. This has been a result of products which have been changed a little for a lot more benefit.








Sensors in urinals and wash sinks detect when water is to be turned off. This eliminates the
problem of wastage of water at public restrooms.
Timer-induced lighting systems that turn off automatically after the duration set on the timer
reaches its mark. This saves electricity in public washrooms, laundry rooms, etc.
While smoke alarms inform about a potential hazard, doors near a library/departmental stores can
beep off if the materials are not checked out in the correct order. This reduces risks and makes sure
that people check out borrowed/purchased materials properly.
The car does not start unless the ignition is turned on. The key does not turn off if the gear is in
‘reverse’ mode and the seat belt sign turns on if you forget your seatbelt. The gas level starts
indicating if you need to refuel. These small indicators help us to drive safely and avoid accidents.
The word processor or the web browser prompts us to save current work before closing the
session. When we fill online questionnaires and personal information, there is an alert message
which helps us not to miss out any details.

Conclusion: These changes have been made as a result of product research, product development, quality
assurance and total quality management. ‘Poka Yoke’ deals with how simple techniques can be applied to
ensure that all products are of good quality at the ‘producer’s end’ and how simple product modifications
can be made to increase satisfaction at the ‘consumer’s end’.

-

Subhadra Pant
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